Alcoholics Anonymous
12 Step Workshop
Sponsored by “Our
Primary Purpose Group’s”

Online 12 Step
Workshop
When: 1st Step Starts Weds August 3, 2022 5:00 - 6:00pm

What are we doing:

All A.A. member’s are invited!

Every Wednesday on we will work and cover a step. Some steps might
need an extra week or 2! We will answer every (any) question we possibly
can to the best of our abilities. We will seek answers in the A.A. Big Book
and from a Power greater than ourselves. We are not Guru’s we are drunks
carrying the message to other Drunks! We believe & feel deep down inside
that we have been Granted a Daily Reprieve from this Spiritual disease and
worse yet from ourselves! The 2nd Wednesday of the month we will Start
The 12 Step Workshop at 4:30pm due to Elmira Inter-Group.
What else are we doing:
If you are not ready to work the 12 Steps of Alcoholics Anonymous you are
Still invited to join in. If and when you are ready to work the 12 Steps of
Alcoholics Anonymous you will have the tools you need with this Workshop.
We will work the 12 Steps with anyone that is ready & WILLING to WORK THE
12 STEPS OF ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS right out of the A.A. BIG BOOK
Log in info: www.zoom.us Meeting ID: 885 5812 1413 Passcode: 777
To join by phone: Phone Number (646) 558 8656
A member of Alcoholics Anonymous was in A.A. for 10 years (He was in A.A. for
10 years drinking. He couldn't stay sober and if he was sober it usually wasn't for long).
He finally got a Sponsor that said to Him (in 3rd Party). His Sponsor said to Him I
had a Moment of Clarity I had a deep down thought that said to me: Why am I in a 12
Step program and not working the 12 Steps! Mike D. heard this and Mike D. thought to
himself that's me! I am in a 12 Step program and I am not working the 12 Steps! Mike D.
has now been SOBER for almost 20 years Thanks to WORKING THE 12 STEPS OF A.A.
and applying the Spiritual principles and the 12 Step principles into his life Daily!

Am I willing to go to any length to recover?

After we become Willing to believe in a Power Greater than ourselves or honestly
describe our conception of our Higher Power (God as I understand Him) we can now start
the 12 Steps of Alcoholics Anonymous we work with our sponsor or understanding person
and they ask us the first three questions (which are the 1st Three steps)Then we turn to pg
63 in the A.A. Big Book and read The 3rd Step Prayer (second paragraph) we continue
reading on for the next 9 Steps. If we say Yes to the 1st three Steps we are now at Step 4.
We vigorously set out on a course of action to identify our Spiritual defects of Character.

-Have you been in A.A. and have you had obsession’s to Drink in A.A.?
-Are you looking for a New way of Life? Is your life unmanageable?
- Do you have Drinking Dreams and thought you got drunk?
- are you the grouch and the brainstorm?
- are you restless, irritable and discontent?
- do you come to meetings quite often and still want to drink
-Are you tired of quitting the drink, but still want to drink!!

Can I agree to some of these questions? If I answer Yes than I am probably alcoholic
and only a Spiritual Experience will conquer! Now we can get started With the
12 Steps!!!
The Big Book explains action for each Step. Each Step has a specific meaning.

Welcome to The 12 Steps of–
Alcoholics Anonymous

